
                                                       MY TESTIMONIAL 

 

My name is Luci, I am from Spain,  and this is my story, 

translated from Spanish by an interpretor, because it so 

important to share my results with everybody in the world.  

I am a woman, mother of Hector, about who I wrote his 

remarkable story (Epilepsy, Autism and Spasms) before. 

I am 43 years, at this moment, and do work in a hospital, as 

my husband and I are clinicians, and we were very sceptic 

about all what is not Western Medicine, so what was not in 

our curriculum at the university nor published. But we have 

changed our minds totally as we have seen our remarkable 

healthresults that changed our lives in totally, please read our 

testimonials here. 

Since childhood I was suffering, I had Trigemius Neuralgia, so 

severe nerve pains in my face, head and neck, and often 

migraine attacks, and then I had to stay in bed in a quiet dark 

room for days, trying to survive, could not eat just drinking 

water. No medication could releave my pains.  

By my brother I heard about Medisynx Method, and have 

seen his results how he was cured of psoriasis, his skin was 

totally clean and perfectly soft by an individual diet based on 

a blood test and only two acupuncture sessions. So 

remarkable, and as my brother is an academic educated 

engineer, so not a dumm and foulish man, I instantly knew 

this is true.   



I made an appointment in Medisynx Clinic in Madrid, first 

they took blood for BASIS Plus Test and after 10 days I got the 

results and had a consult with their doctor to explain my 

testresults and to search for alternatives to set me on a well 

balanced diet, hence no risks for deficiencies.   

After 3 days of strict diet I noticed some changes yet, my 

stomach and intestines were better, my faeces (stools) 

changed into a better consistency, easy going to the toilet 

though. Although my pain in the face was still there, but 

much less painfull.  

After some weeks, there was a waiting list,  I had the first 

acupuncture treatment, and got a lot of needles, 43 needles 

in total from head to toe.  It was quite an experience from the 

first second on, as after only some minutes I already felt the 

pain was changing, first the pain did flow out, like it spreaded, 

and became less heavy like the pain was diluting and the 

pressure I always felt went away, I even could follow where it 

was going to, to which needle in particular, so strange but so 

clear.  

 

Doctor Vink gave me an exact explaination all the time, that 

gave me so much comfort to know what is going to happen 

and it did happen exactly what she told me. Finally I got to 

know where my pains are coming from, how my incompatible 

nutrients did built up in my intestines year by year and led to 

Leaky Gut Syndrom (increasing permeability of gut mucosa)  

and then these incompatibilities leaked into my body and 

head and was transported by my lymfatic system to areas 



where to store these, at these locations it causes blockages 

and stagnations, my lymph cannot circulate well anymore and 

pressure builds up and hence my pains. Like a blocked river. 

So logic in fact.  

By placing Stirling silver needles on the right locations she is 

able to create a potential difference, so more plus, like 

electricity,  in this way she is able to push these stored 

incompatibilites forward to glandular nodes, then to spleen, 

then to exits of the body by liver-colon and urinary tract 

(kidneys and blatter). That means I will bring these wastes to 

the toilet after. Incredible and so logic.  

Since this first acupuncture I had no Trigemius Neuralgy and 

migrain attacks anymore, unless I made a mistake and felt the 

reaction immediately. As at home I can carry out my diet 

perfectly, but in restaurants it is a risk, as not everybody takes 

my diet seriously though.  Diets of glutenfree or peanutfree 

they do know, but if you cabnnot have tomato, no carrots, no 

parsley, no black pepper and no garlic that is so NOT-Spanish, 

so standard in our kitchen.   

When I went back to that particular restaurant to tell them 

my sad story, what happened after they have made some 

mistakes in my meal, they were shocked and promessed that 

they will take me seriously and so it happened.  As joining a 

meal with family and friend is our way of life, so I do not want 

to stop going to. Better to put my energy to explain all, in this 

way we make the world wiser.  

In our hospital I tell it around, some follow up my advise and 

became convinced themselves, but unfortunately from many 



of our collegues we encounter only derisive laughter or they 

place it under coincidence, spontaneous cure or even dare to 

say it is placebo. They even ignore a scientific solid study and 

its publication. How shortsighted! 

We strongly try to implement this effective treatment into 

our hospital, as we want to become better doctors so that we 

can help more patients. 

We owe doctor Vink and her Medisynx Team a lot, we are so 

grateful for what she has achieved, we admire her knowledge 

and her strenght and power to continue to go against the 

stream, her time and energy to share all her knowledge with 

us and all her other patients, as she is able to explain all even 

in simple words. 

Lucy from Spain 


